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Robertson Environment Protection Society lnc - to promote the protection and enhancement of the Robertson Environment

Next Meeting

Friday 10 August 2001 at 7.30pm
at the
Robertson Gommunity Centre.

Our guest will be Andrea Humphreys who will
speak on:

Robertson Railway Station r and
other early pre-cast concrete
structures in NSW.

Andrea will be talking about the development of
the pre-cast concrete building system, its
applications and its unique position within early
20th century building techniques. She will talk
about Robertson Railway Station and why it is
important in the context of pre-cast concrete
structures.

This should be a particularly interesting talk, and
timely, given REPS involvement in the Robertson
Rural Railway Project.

For further information on the talk, the Station and .

on Andrea Humphreys, please turn to the followirrd.
page-

Illustrations: The Robertson Railway Station (top);
elevations and plans of the Station (below).

All are welcoffi€, please bring friends
and family. A light supper will be
provided. The hall is heated.

ln this issue
Local Worms
New National Parks areas
Proposal for the former School Forest
Gongratulations to Professor Beder
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vCommittee News / Project Updates / Upcoming REPS Events

More on our next speaker and
pre-cast concrete buildings

Andrea Humphreys has been a practising
professional historian and heritage consultant since
1996. She holds a double degree in Australian
History and Urban Planning, and also has a post-
graduate diploma in Australian architectural history.
Andrea is currently undertaking a Master of Arts (in
History) in which she is concentrating, once again, on
the architectural development of NSW since 1788.

Andrea has worked extensively for the State Rail
Authority in the fields of conservation management
and site assessment. Her work for State Rail has

taken her as far afield as Broken Hill and
Murwillimbah and she travels regularly throughout
the State assessing sites of heritage significance.

In January 2000, Andrea completed a state-wide
survey of pre-cast concrete railway stations in NSW,
the first study of its kind in Australia. This study
examined the importance of these buildings within
the context of developing railway technologies as

well as a broader architectural context. The study
established that these buildings are rare and unique
within Australia and confirmed the SRA's status as

an innovative leader in industrial technolory.

Robertson Railway Station is a particularly good
example of this building type as it is one of the few
remaining intact station precincts to utilise the pre-
cast concrete building system.

Robertson Station was amongst the last stations to
have been erected under this system and represents
the end of an important phase of rail construction in
NSW. A total of 142 station buildings were erected
state-wide under this system between l9l7 and 1932.
Only 17 have survived in varying degrees of
intactness, and Robertson Station occupies a unique
place in the surviving group.

National Trust Listing

In July 2001 the National Trust Board approved
Robertson Station for classification. The
committee stated that they were very impressed
with the site and the information provided, and
thanked REPS member Roy Freere for all the work
he put into the submission.

REPS Railway Proiect

As most members know, at the heart of Robertson
Village, between Hampden Park and the Rainforest
Reserve, is a large area of unused railway land
containing the heritage railway station, which
Robertson residents have sought for many years to
obtain for community use. A broadly based

Steering Comrnittee led by REPS is seeking to
license this land from State Rail and turn it into a

kind of "village common" for passive recreation.

,We reported on this project in detail in Eucryphia
(Issue 52, March 2001).

Until the licence is obtained, nothing much can be
done to rehabilitate the site and the Steering
Committee is working hard towards that end. In
the meantime we have obtained a number of grants
to start work when the time is ripe.

In the lee of the tall pine trees opposite the station,
two shelter sheds will be built to a design
developed by REPS members Richard Rowe and

Graham Carpenter, (illustrated on the next page)
also an outdoor seating alcove made of railway
sleepers.

The rest of the grounds will be landscaped and
planted with low maintenance flowering shrubs
and a heritage garden funded by a grant from the
Australian Garden History Society will be

developed. In the stationmaster's office will be a
display of Robertson history.

In the course of time this village common will
form part of a walking trail linked to the Caalang
Creek Resenre to the north and the Rainforest
Reserve and Californian Redwood Plantation to the
south.

The overall aim of REPS is to bring the entire
village together in a cortmon endeavour to
transforn an unused, untidy derelict area into a
place of utility and beauty which everyone can
enjoy while at the same time creatinga welcoming
destination for train visitors and a comfortable rest
stop for passing motorists.

- David Tranter
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Station Project - ProposedShelter Shed Elevation

Robertson Natu re Reserve

All the new signs have been put up in the Nature
Reserve at last and are well worth a look if you
haven't seen them yet. They should help people to
get to know the names of some of the corlmoner
rainforest trees. Jane, Joe and Helen continue to
work each month to get rid of all the small leafed
privet, from the little seedlings easily pulled up to
the small trees which need to be cut with a

chainsaw and the stumps poisoned. Holly is
another problem weed in the Reserve even if it is
not as common as the privet.

More help is always welcoffi€, so please come
along from lOam till noon on the first Wednesday
of the month, that is August l, September 5,
October 3 etc. Just turn up, or if the weather is
doubtful phone Helen 48-85 l-394.

Caalang Greek Rivercare Plan
and Rehabilitation

On Saturd ay 7h July, six people joined Karen
Elton (DLWC) at the Community Centre to add
more information to the Rivercare Plan. The two
large aerial photographs which cover the whole of
Caalang Creek look marvellous and will be used as

a base for the Plan overlays.

In Febil&ry, about 400 plants were put in near the
creek at May Street and Devonshire Road. The
next site for rehabilitation will be where North
Street crosses the creek but this area will need
some work before planting can take place in
spring. So, on Sunfuy, August 12 and Sunday,
August 19, there will be working bees to remove
privet and other weeds. More detail on exact times
and meeting place will be provided at the next
General Meeting, or phone Helen 48-85 l-394.

Gongratulations!

REPS was delighted to receive this press release

dated 03/07/01 from the University of Wollongong
(reproduced below) about Professor Sharon Beder.

Wollongong academic wins World
Technology Award

An academic from the University of Wollongoilg,
Associate Professor Sharon Beder, was named
today in London as the winner of the 2001 World
Technolory Award for Ethics. Professor Beder,
who is in London to receive her award, said she

was totally delighted and surprised to be

acknowledged in an area of research not normally
covered by academics - engineering ethics and the
ethics of legal corporations.

"It is not nonnally the type of research which
receives funding," said the author of the
controversial book, Global Spin - the Corporate
Assault on Environmentolism and Head of UOW's
Science, Technolory and Society Program. Her
latest book, Selling the Work Ethic, deals with
consumption, the work ethic and employers.

Global Spin made Professor Beder an international
figure in environmental politics and earned her the
admiration of British playwright Harold Pinter and
veteran Australian investigative journalist John
Pilger.

The World Technolory Awards honour those who
are considered to be doing the work of the greatest

likely long-tern significance for business and
society. Professor Beder's award was made during
the World Technolory Summit and World
Technology Awards held in association with
Nasdaq, GlaxoSmithkline, Enron, Business Week,
CNBC and Nature. Awards are given in 24
categories of which ethics is one of the categories.

The Chairman of the World Technolory Network,
Mr. James Clark, said Professor Beder "won over
an absolutely legendary group of people".

The Vice-Chancellor of the University of
Wollongong, Professor Gerard Sutton, said to be

nominated for such an award would be regarded as

a remarkable achievement in itself. However, for
Professor Beder to have won clearly indicates her
international standing in the technology world.
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The Sequoia Plantation r the
former'Robertson School Forest'

Intrigued and motivated by the coverage in the last
issue of Eucryphia, & group of hardy souls met one
cold Robertson day at the old school plantation,
opposite the Robertson Rainforest Reserve, to
inspect the plantation and discuss its future.

We wandered through the Sequoia trees
(Californian Redwoods) admiring their lovely
foliage, and giving thanks to Carlo and his
energetic students from Yallah TAFE for cutting
down the pine trees that were choking their
growth. Over the next 5 - l0 years they will leap
ahead to assume the status of forest giants as in
California and New Zealand.

It was generally agreed that this plantation will one
day add another dimension to the charm of
Robertson Village, and that it should be protected
at all costs.

In view of the policy of the Sydney Catchment
Authority to protect the catchment of Caalang
Creek and Wingercarribee Reservoir, the idea was
mooted to encourage the SCA to take custody of
the plantation and establish on the site the Field
Studies Centre. This Field Studies Centre is
foreshadowed in the Plan of Management for
Wingercarribee Swamp. Kelvin Lambkin of SCA
sees merit in the proposal, and we expect to soon
hear what the upper echelons of the SCA think
about the idea.

- David Tranter

New National Parks Areas

We reproduce on the following page, a sketch map
showing the additional areas added to National
Parks in our area in January 2001.

Our thanks to Dr Kevin Mills, for providing this
information to Eucrypltia.

News and Views

News and Views' items are not necessaily endorsed by the REPS Committee, but please contibute to this forum
is there is any eyenf or r.ss ue you think will interest other members.

l've been reading ... The Economist

The Economist is a weekly newspaper covering worldwide current affairs, with a fair leaning towards the economic
impacts of world events and the finance markets. It waltlus with a sense of some surprise that I found that the
leading article, and the front cover, of the 12 May 2001'isSie was devoted to rainforests and a reasoned argument
for their protection from misuse, together with the essential importance of biodiversity and sustainability. The
following extracts clarifr some major environmental concerns:

"The strongest argument for conserving biodiversity is to protect the ecosystems on which humanity itself depends.
Diversified ecosystems protect watersheds, local rainfall, food supply and soil. Most important, the rainforest is
also a bulwark against global warming. You cannot chop it down or burn it without running large climatic risks."

"Species, like shares, differ from one another, and they respond differently to external events. The more species,
therefore, the less volatile and unstable the ecosystem. Moreover different species specialise in particular niches
that make the best use of different resources and of changes in, say, soil acidity and temperature."

The report concludes with some modest grounds for optimism, notably from Brazil, that emerging "eco-
agriculture" sfategies may help to ease the problems of over-cropping and monocultures. For access to the full
article, ty www.economist.com - Roy Freere
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Finding Fletcher's Giant Worms - from Burrawang to Budderoo
,

Currently, approximately 700 earthworlns are

described from Australia, including about 80 exotic
species. Whereas it is anticipated that the total faunal
list will eventually be several times higher, the status

of some of the earliest described worns is uncertain.

With the assistance and support of the Australian
Geographic Society, modest expeditions were
mounted in 2000 to resurvey some original sites
(type-localities) in order to determine whether the
wonns were still surviving and, if so, to collect fresh
material while recording ecological notes.

Almost I 1 5 years earlier, in 1886, J.J. Fletcher
published his first descriptions of earthworrns
(along with much detail of the general locality)
obtained during several visits to Burrawang township
in the County of Camden in the Southern Highlands
of NSW. (Burrawang is 34o 36'5 150o 3l'E, 670 m
above sea level).

At this time only four natives had been noted from
Ausffalia, a fifth was in fact an introduced species;
these were: Megascolides orthostichon (Schmarda,
l86l) supposedly from Tasmania; Digaster
lumbricoides Perrier, 1872 and Plutellus heteroporus
Perrier, 1873 both from Port Macquarie, NSW, and
Victoria's Megascoltdes australis M'Coy, 1878 - the
"Gippsland Giant Earthworm" that when extended
measured about 183 cm long. In a series of papers
(1886-1890) for the Proceedings of the Linnean
Society, N.^S. W,Fletcher described a total of 69
additional species and varieties.

The rich soils of Burrawang initially provided
Fletcher with five new species, listed here with their
known Museum types, material that in some cases is
aged, inadequate or wanting:

L. Notoscolex camdenensis Fletcher, 1886a the type- '
species of a new genus, this worn when living
would extend itself to about 60 cffi, [Lectotype
and paralectotypes, Museum of Victoria
NMV:G170);

2. Notoscolex grandis Fletcher, 1886a, a "giant"
wonn measuring up to 106 cm long also found
"a few miles off at Robertson", [Syntypes,
Australian Museum AM:W 1493-1494 labelled
"Cotypes"; AM:W 147 5, labelled'Juveniles from
Burrawatrg, June I 885"];

3. Didymogaster sylvaticus Fletcher, 1886a, the
type-species of a new genus and corlmonly
known as the "Blue Squirter Wormrr that was also

found at Springwood (?) and Jervis Buy, NSW,

[Syntypes, AM:W 137 4, 137 9);

4. Cryptodrtlus rusticus Fletcher, 1886a , Yat another
type-species of a new genus, [Lectotype and

paralectotypes, AM:W I 3 89] ;

5. Anisochaeta austrina (Fletcher, 1886b), for which
type material is missing.

Fletcher went on to describe the following species

and varieties from adjacent Mt Kembla, Kiaffio, and
the Illawalra region: Notoscolex illawarrae (Fletcher,

I 889), [Syntypes, AM:W1488] ; Notoscolex
pygmaeus (Fletcher, I 889), [Syntlpes, AM:W 1327);
Cryptodrilus fastigatus Fletcher, 1889 from
"Burrawang, and Illawarra", [Lectotype, AIvI :W 47 091,

paralectotypes, AM:W I 3081 ; Cryptodrtlus illawatrae
Fletcher, 1889 (now a junior homonym of Notoscolex
tllawarrae) from Illawarra that had varieties
described from Springwood, [Syntypes,
AM:W13 1 I ]; and Notoscolex singularrs (Fletcher,
1889) also from Burrawang, lsyntlpes, AM:W1377).
A further species, Anisochaeta macleayi (Fletcher,
1889), which was "common in the Hon. 'W.

Macleay's garden atElizabeth B&y", was later found
by Fletcher (1890: 1006) at Burrawangalong with a
variety of Anisochaeta fecunda (Fletcher, 1887).

During the August Bank Holiday 2000, fresh material
was collected by Dr Rob Blakemore, an ecologist and
independent authority on earthwonn taxonoffiy, with
the assistance of two willing helpers (his young
sons). (see the illustration)

The home ground was prepared for this expedition in
the preceding weeks by posting 'Wanted' notices in
Scarlett's General Store and Burrawang Village
Hotel, the local pub. Although the townsfolk seemed

b)as6 about the histonca) importance of their
earthwortns, my advice was to sample from a hillside
stand of Eucalypt/Sassafras woodland, facing the
back of the pub above a small creek. Numerous
specimens of about six native species were collected
here, but none were of the expected "giant" species.
Further advice was that such large wortns were
thriving on the "Wallaya" property of Penny
Larry Osterhaus at Budderoo, near Robertsolt.

This pastoral farm, which had been cleared from
rainforest in the 1800's, did indeed yield several
large specimens at depths of 50-60 cm where the
deep-red, basaltic soil was riddled with burrows
of ca. I cm diameter in both horizontal and vertical
planes.
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Finding Fletcher's Giant Worms - from Burrawang to Budderoo

Entire worrns were very difficult to obtain as exposed
parts of their bodies responded to touch by
contracting and autolysis, or breaking in two, with
the head ends invariably evading capture. Fletcher
(1886a: 551) said "It is somewhat difficult to extract
these large wonns from the ground without injury to
them, hence some of my largest examples are in a
fragmentary condition. "

Careful excavation by undermining rather than
pulling out was the only way to obtain whole
specimens that, once fully exposed, exuded clear
coelomic fluid but were otherwise docile. The
largest specimens collected were about 60 cm long,
although specimens over I m had been found
previously by the owners (Larry Osterhaus, pers.
comm.).

Over a weekend, a total of 14 species of earthworns
were unearthed at various habitats on this 45 ha
property. In addition to the giant Notoscoles grandis
and Anisochaeta austrifro, two other unidentified
native species were collected.

The ten remaining species were all exotics, that have
been inadvertently introduced from various regions
of the Globe in the years following European
settlement of Australia.

These interlopers identified at Budderoo were:
Amynthas corticis (Kinberg, 1867)
Aporrectodea caliginoso (Savigoy, 1826)
Aporrectodea trapezoides (Duges, I 828)
Eisenia fettda (Savigny, 1826)
Etsenia rosea (Savigny, 1826)
Lumbricus rube I lus Hoffmeister
Lumbricus castaneus (Savigny, 1826)
Microscolex dubius (Fletcher, I 887)
Ocnerodrilus occtdentalis Eisen, I 878
Octolasion cyaneum (Savigny, 1826)

Thus the AGS Burrawang expedition was successful
in obtaining fresh material of most of Fletcher's
worlns, and Notoscolex grandis was largely thiving,
at least at Budderoo in the vicinity of Robertson,
despite the intrusions of agriculture and exotics.

The only original species absent from the resurvey
was Didymogaster sylvatica. However, a few weeks
later during a chance visit to coastal Kiama, deep
blue wonns secured from under logs revealed their
identiff, and lived up to their vernacular name, by
accurately squirting coelomic fluid at arm's length
directly in the collector's face!

After taxonomic processing and curation, all these
samples will be lodged in the collections of the
Australian Museum in Sydney allowing the
preservation and continuation of much needed studies
of Australia's abundance of earthworns.

- R.J. Blakemore, June ,2001.
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Worffis, continued

Further Information
Rob Blakemore also provided for Eucryphia a

Table showing 'Current records of non-endemic
earthworrns from Australian States and Territories
(given their usual abbreviations).' It is 2 x A4
pages. If interested members would like a copy.
please send a stamped self-addressed envelope to
The Editor REPS PO Box 45 Robertson NSW
2577 marked 'Worrns Table'.

About the Author
Dr Rob Blakemore has been involved in studies of
earthworns, soil fenility and organic farming for
20 years and holds tertiary qualifications in Applied
Biolory, EcoloSy, Computer Science and Zoolo,gy.

Coming from the Shropshire county town birthplace
of Charles Darwin, Rob's interests in earthworms
commenced in 1980 with an Honours project as

tribute to mark the centenary of Darwin's 1881 book
"The Formation of Vegetable Mould through the
Action of Worms".

While employed by CSIRO, Rob completed a PhD in
3 years on the agron6mic potential of earthworms in
tropical and sub-tropical soils in Queensland, and in
1995 established the National Earthwonn Collection
at ANIC in Canbefra. He has an international
reputation as a field ecologist and taxonomist and, in
collaboration with CSIRO, DPI, Departments of
Agriculture, and Museuffis, has conducted extensive
surveys of the Australian earthwonn fauna in
tropical, Mediterranean, tempe rate, and sub-Antarctic
soils.

During the last l0 years Rob has developed
familiarity with the literature relating to earthworm
ecolory and, in describing and revising over 600
species, has doubled the number of native species
known from Australia, as well as tripling the tally
of exotics (70 species) introduced from around the
world.

Now working as an independent consultant, Rob
was employed during 1999 as R&D Manager to
oversee field-research and product development
with Vermitech PlL, Ausffalia's largest
commercial producer of organic vermicompost.

Rob is a regular visitor to the Robertson area and
can be contacted at: PO BOX 414 Kippax
Canberra ACT 2615
Email: robblakernore@ibigpond.com

Community Access Web Site

www.Ganri.nsw.gov,au
Community Access to Natural Resources

Information (CAI.IRI) is a four-year collaborative
program of all NSW natural resource agencies to
provide tailored information products for
community-based local and regional environmental
management.

CANRI is the world's first Internet site to use open
technology to integrate maps from many
stakeholder agencies and community groups.
An initial suite of CANRI sites is already onlir€,
including a Natural Resources Atlas and Data
Directory as well as websites focused on wildlife,
soils, rivers and State of Environment reporting.

Natural resource managers and the corlmunity
require access to increasing amounts of
information, which already is held by a range of
NSW State Government agencies. Access to this
information is crucial to support sustainable natural
resources management.

The CANRI program will build on work already
done under the NSW Natural Resources
Information Management Strategy. This stratery,
a cooperative effort between thirteen New South
Wales natural resources management and other
agencies, aims to develop corrmon standards and

technologies to provide accurate, culrent and

integrated information to decision-makers and the
broader NSW community.

CANRI has received capital funding of nearly
$4 million over four years from July 2000.
Funding has also been obtained from other sources
such as the Commonwealth's Australian Coastal
Atlas project. CAI{RI will provide a suite of
Internet products to support community
involvement in a broad range of government
environmental and natural resource reforms.

The CANRI program will support a number of
maj or government initiatives:
. Meeting the needs of regionaVrural

communities;
o Supporting community-based decision-making;
. Supporting integrated natural resource and

environmental management; and
. Improved efficiency through electronic delivery

of Government seryices.

- Thanks to Robert Pallin and Barry Duncan for
information on this web site.
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The Hunt for the Fly-by-Night Parrot

Do you want a challenge? Somewhere out in the
dry interior of Australia is a little green parrot that
I would dearly love to see - the Night Parrot. This
bird, which looks like a 'big, fat Budgie', has

eluded almost all birdwatchers for more than a
hundred years.

The story of the Night Parrot is a fascinating one.
This close relative of the more coastal Ground
Parrot (a rare bird which can be found at Barren
Grounds Nature Reserve) was quite easy to find
after a succession of good seasons in South
Australia in the 1870's. Up to 16 specimens were
collected at that time in the Lake Eyre Region.

Since then it has become much scarcer. Indeed,
many have claimed it to be extinct, but
extraordinary anecdotal snippets keep on
emerging. There as an account of a specimen that
was caught in a butterfly net in Western Australia
in the 1960's, and another flushed by the late
Shane Parker (Curator of Birds at the Museum of
South Australia) whilst riding a camel in northern
South Australia in 1979.

There are several other convincing sight records,
including four from 1979-80 that made it into the
first Atlas of Australian Birds (a national project
of Birds Australia). I have also spoken at length to
two people who are convinced they saw the bird -
one in I 995 and the other in I 999.

Public interest was kindled when Dick Smith and
Australian Geographic put up a prrze of $50000 in
1990 for the first scientifically credible Night
Parrot record. I actually organised a 2-week
expedition on camels in the middle of that year to
search for the bird in the area where Shane Parker
had made his sighting. A flood was racing down
Cooper Creek, the country looked great, and our
hopes were high. The 20 of us on the trip had even
worked out how we would divide the pnze!

It was a great trip, but not so much as a feather -
and we tried so hard. Then, towards the end of the
same year, Walter Boles, Ornithologist at the
Australian Museum, stopped at the roadside near
Boulia in western Queensland. He had passengers
in his car, who were keen to look at the pratincoles
that were flying around. Luckily he noticed the
dead bird at his feet - a rather decomposed, but
very recognisable, Night Parrot!

More recent were seven sightings from an area

between Duchess and Cloncurry a little to the north
of the dead bird. I spent almost a month, over
several visits in 1994195, checking-out this spot.
Much of the time was spent trying to catch Night
Parrots as they came into water at bores.

Imagine the problem of trying to place mist nets
where they would catch birds but not cows.
It's impossible! Then there were the mobs of
kangaroos, and Beccari's Mastiff-bats - with
razor-sharp teeth and mean disposition. On top
of that there were many kilometres of spinifex
(Triodia) to tramp by day, and hours of
spotlighting along the roads and tracks at night.
I even dismantled old finch nests looking for
characteristic yellow, green and black feathers -

all without success. Just a pile of mangled mist
nets to show for all that effort!

The presence of Night Parrots has been associated
with seedin g Triodia (and the succulent samphire
vegetation in dry lake beds). It is probably
important to choose the search season carefully,
preferably by timing it to coincide with a bountiful
Trtodia seeding episode.

I am convinced the birds are out there, and that one
day I will find one. In my heart I don't want to
succeed just yet. The search is too much fun.

Please let me know if you believe you have seen a
Night Parrot. The problem is probably the
nomadic lifestyle of the bird, and its nocturnal
habits. Hardly has word of a sighting got out than
the bird has flown!

- Richard Jordan

Richard Jordan can be contacted at:

Emu Tours PO Box 4, Jamberoo NSW 2533
emutours@o zemail . c om. au
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News and Views

'News and Views' items are not necessarily endorsed
by the REPS Committee, but please contribute to this
forum is there is any event or rssue you think will
i nterest other me mbers.

Media Release
We reproduce below the 25104101 Media Release
from Joanna Gash MP, Federal Member for
Gilmore.

GASH WELCOMES ROBERTSON
TOURISM TRAIN STATION

"For too long Robertson has been a well kept
secret" said Gilmore MP Joanna Gash "it's time
we told the world about what this village has to
offer and with RAP funding of $48,803 and a
Work for the Dole project, we will certainly be
able to make a decent start on the infrastructure
required."

This $48,803 Federal funding will be
complemented by a further $29,810 raised locally
and $33,000 of in-kind contributions such as

labour and discounted materials.

"All together the Robertson community will be
able to develop their railway precinct" said Mrs.
Gash "and ffansform Robertson into a regional hub
for nature tourism."

Initially we will be encouraging day trippers to
visit the Robertson region by train and car.

"I'm sure" said Joanna Gash o'that once people
have had a taste of the natural beauty and interest
this district has to offer, they will come back for
longer to sample more of Robertson's delights.

"The resulting rise in tourism will provide new
opporhrnities for local industries and jobs for local
people.

This Regional Assistance Program (RAP) project
will provide the infrastructure, materials and some
of the labour, through a concurrent Work for the
Dole program.

This is another example of the federal Government
working with local communities to identiry action
possibilities, and funding the infrastructure so that
people can then help themselves.

For Browsers

Books, tapes CDs and websites of interest to REPS
members. Read, heard or browsed anything
interesting lately? Let us know.

The Secret Life of Wombats

If you enjoyed the 'easy-reading' writing style
of James Woodford in his previous book The
Wollemi Pine, you will also enjoy this book which is
packed with fascinating information about wombats.
The book tells the extraordinary story of Peter
Nicholson's research into wombats and then the
author himself sets off himself in pursuit of the
elusive wombat.

He reveals the bizarre history of the wombat's
discovaty, and tracks down scientists, rangers,
farmers and wildlife carers around Australia who are
struggling to understand and save these ancient and
enigmatic creatures.

Text Publishtng, Melbourne 2001, $27.50

Welcome to New Members

REPS welcomes the following new members:

Roger Bradley
Barry Duncan
Margaret Canty
Celeste Couke & Stephen Fearnley

Editor's Note

Please send your contributions to: The Editor
Eurcyphia, clo REPS, PO Box 45, Robertson 2577

Contact REPS

All who are interested in are supporting our aim are
welcome to join REPS. Our aim is to promote the
preservation and enhancement of the Robertson
environment. We welcome contact with individuals
and other community groups.

Please contact:
The Secretdr!,
PO Box 45, Robertson NSW 2577.
Phone (Secretary) 4885 1394
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